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GLOBAL
PENSION
An innovative and integrated global solution for delivering local pensions.

A central coordination of local solutions that helps
multinational companies increase governance and
efficiency across defined contribution (DC) and
legacy defined benefits (DB) retirement plans.

GLOBAL PENSION

A network of global and local
resources will support you every
step of the way in the design and
delivery of this solution.

A flexible solution
designed to meet
the unique needs of
multinational
corporations.
OPTIMIZE YOUR RETIREMENT
PLANS GLOBALLY.

AT A GLANCE
Global Pension aims to assist multinational companies deliver efficient,
defined contribution pension solutions
to their employees.

with proven track records of pension
delivery in their respective markets.

In a single offering, the solution
uniquely links global coordination, reporting, and service with proven local
providers, global asset managers and
insurers.

Opportunity to pool assets
We have pre-selected best-in-class
asset managers allowing you to
access the efficiency and scale of
global asset pooling and global investment expertise.

GLOBAL RESOURCES
The combined resources of Allianz
Group’s local subsidiaries and global
asset managers provide a global
defined contribution pension proposition, serviced and delivered locally. It
offers:
Global coordination
Allianz Global Benefits will partner
with you to coordinate the design, implementation and ongoing execution
of your solution, acting as your central
contact point. As you can manage
only what you can measure - granular
reporting will be tailored to your specific needs.
Local pension expertise
Our network includes long-standing
Allianz subsidiaries and additional
well-established network partners

allianzglobalbenefits.com

We are also happy to work with your
existing local pension providers.

You may also add or substitute your
preferred asset managers into the
framework.

Global coordination
Global governance and central reporting
Local pension expertise
Excellence in delivering compliant
local pensions
Opportunity to pool assets
Economies of scale, leading to significantly
reduced fees, whenever possible

KEY REASONS TO CONSIDER THIS PROPOSITION
Our proposition overcomes the current obstacles to efficient
defined contribution pension delivery, including
–	Fragmentation
–	Inefficiency
–	High cost
–	Unknown levels of risk
–	Lack of global Management Information (MI)
– Poor or limited coordination
–	Little or no integration or oversight

YOUR CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Cyril Samson
Managing Director, Head of Sales
cyril.samson@allianz.com

Through its modular approach our propostion offers a
highly bespoke and fully customizable solution to meet your
specific needs:
–	Value and cost-effectiveness, enabled by global scale
–	Insights and intelligence, delivered through comprehensive globally aggregated reporting
–	Oversight and risk reduction, driven by consolidation
and integration
–	Support of your pension governance strategy and
central reporting

Marco Fattori
Regional Director
marco.fattori@allianz.com
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We secure the future of your employees around the globe

ABOUT ALLIANZ GLOBAL BENEFITS
Allianz Global Benefits (AGB) is specialized in implementing local employee benefits products, insurance solutions
and services into global programs. The headquarters of
the network is based in Germany and operates a strong
global network of more than 110 Allianz subsidiaries and
selected external insurance partners in over 90 countries.
Leveraging on the geographical scale, the expertise and
the customer centricity of its network partners, AGB addresses the needs of multinational companies of
managing employee benefits globally.
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